
Highlights

 • Receive guidance from experienced CISOs

 • Uplevel the cybersecurity knowledge of 

senior leaders

 • Prepare to manage an incident at the 

executive level

 • Develop strategic communications plans to 

keep relevant stakeholders informed

 • Understand cyber threat trends to improve 

risk mitigation efforts

 • Obtain a holistic picture of the relevant 

cyber threats to your organization

 • Rapidly reduce risk-reduction backlog

Balance cyber risk with rapid business transformation

While CISOs are well-versed in cybersecurity, the understanding of this topic by other 

senior leaders is often lacking. Communications with CxO level executives are often 

ineffective due to a disconnect between the material presented on unique threats and 

risks to the organization, along with meaningful metrics, key performance indicators 

(KPIs), and expected outcomes. Even the most experienced CISOs benefit from outside 

perspectives and assistance with high priority projects and breach management to 

ensure mission success.

Mandiant Executive Cybersecurity Services

Mandiant Executive Cybersecurity Services provide frontline expertise, 

tailored mentorship, and hands-on guidance for CISOs and senior leaders to 

achieve risk-reduction goals, communicate with non-security executives and 

board members, and prepare for cybersecurity incidents.

KPIs and Metrics

Develop meaningful KPIs and 

metrics to effectively brief 

and educate senior leaders 

and the board on risk and 

cyber defense effectiveness

Communications

Advance communication 

approaches to provide 

executive audiences  

and boards with the 

information they need  

to make risk-based decisions

Breach Management

Develop and fine tune Incident 

Response and Crisis 

Communication playbooks to 

prepare for a worst-case 

scenario and level up 

capabilities during a breach

Mandiant executive-focused cybersecurity services help CISOs and other senior leaders 

achieve their risk-reduction and cyber defense readiness goals. These services include, 

but are not limited to, cyber threat profile development to understand business risks and 

potential breach impacts and executive tabletop exercises that walk leaders through 

their IR plans in preparation for a real event. Mandiant also offers virtual CISO/vCISO and 

CISO advisory services to fill temporary gaps in security leadership, provide mentorship 

and orchestrate customized training to existing security and intelligence teams.
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About Mandiant

Mandiant is a recognized leader in dynamic cyber defense, threat intelligence 

and incident response services. By scaling decades of frontline experience, 

Mandiant helps organizations to be confident in their readiness to defend 

against and respond to cyber threats. Mandiant is now part of Google Cloud.
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Learn more at www.mandiant.com/services/executive-services

Since 2004, Mandiant has worked with executives to advise them on incident readiness, 
response, and remediation and to increase communication effectiveness with senior 

leaders. Since every business is unique, Mandiant provides customized plans to achieve 

individual security program and overall business goals. 

Here are some examples of executive services that Mandiant has delivered for 

organizations around the globe.

Prime executives for cybersecurity imperatives

 • Gain knowledge of critical cybersecurity concepts including international cyber law, 

the evolving role of government in cybersecurity operations, and the use of cyber 

threat intelligence to further limit business and organizational risk

 • Fill gaps and enhance existing security program effectiveness by bolstering your 

CISO’s capabilities with seasoned vCISO mentorship

 • Educate and inform business stakeholders on the latest attacker trends and potential 

incoming threats to help improve risk mitigation efforts and drive  

security investments

Ready executives for a breach

 • Evaluate your organization’s cyber incident response and crisis communications plans 

from an executive viewpoint

 • Assess your organization’s proficiency in breach response activities and decision 
making by walking through real-world scenarios in a roundtable environment

 • Develop comprehensive cybersecurity crisis communications playbooks that guide 

effective  communication workflows, drive strategic response measures and keep 

relevant stakeholders informed 

Achieve cybersecurity initiatives faster

 • Quickly reduce risk-reduction backlog with workflow prioritization guidance and 

hands-on execution

 • Realize the most critical security program capabilities you can achieve immediately 

with assistance from frontline cybersecurity experts

 • Develop process maturity improvement plans to ensure repeatability across your 

digital transformation journey

Engagement examples

 • Virtual CISO/vCISO and CISO Advisory 

 • Senior Executive Mentorship Program

 • Tabletop Exercises for Executives

 • Crisis Communications Planning

 • Weekly Executive Intelligence Briefings

 • Cyber Threat Profile Development

 • Cyber Crime for Executives Training Course

 • Cybersecurity Program Accelerators

www.mandiant.com/services/executive-services

